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HOMECOMING EDITION 1992
Annual Career Faire Deemed a Success

News Update

By Cory Bergman
Assistant News Editor
Both career explorers and job seekers
alike attended the fourth annual Career
Faire last Thursday.
The event featured 71 recruiters from
a widevariety of organizations including
IBM, NASA-Ames research center, Kai

Bible Banning Suggested

ser Permanente and the Peace Corps.
Over 900 students and alumni came
to the Faire to meet informally with re
cruiters and discuss career options, co
op and internship opportunities and
potential jobs. "It's really a more open
and casual forum," said UOP Director of
Career Services Burton Nadler. "We take
- a really exploratory approach."

This was the first year that the Volun
teer Faire and the Career Fairewere com
bined. Approximately 30 volunteer or
ganizations were on hand to recruit
interested students
Senior Jana Berkowitz said she was
pleased with the number of opportuni
ties available at the Faire.""I'm surprised
at the variety," she said.

Atheist Gene Kasmar has filed a petition to have the school district
ofBrooklyn Center, Minn, remove the Bible from its schools. Accordingto him, the "Good Book" makes frequent references to explicit sex,
child abuse, incest, prostitution and mistreatment of women— topics
unsuitable for children. He has cited approximately 20 pages of ex
amples. •
His petition is receiving a formal review from the district media
committee. A ruling is expected in four to six weeks.
Although the Bible is a common target of would-be censors, attempts generally rely on the constitutional doctrine that prohibits
teaching religion in public schools.
According to Superintendent Dennis Morrow, Bibles are used in
schools for learning purposes. Without referring to biblical sources, it
would be extremely difficult to explain topics in art history or entire
themes in humanities courses.

Admirals Cited in Tailhook
Three admirals were cited for failing to aggressively pursue officers
who sexuallyassaulted at least 26 women at the Tailhook Association in
LasVegas in 1991. The report by the Pentagon inspectorgeneral, which
l';usthe first independent probe into the affair, concluded that the N av)

Laura Sakai, a UOP alumni recruit
ing at the Faire for Andersen Consulting,
said Andersen isextremely satisfied with
UOP graduates. "They've (UOP gradu
ates) been extremely successful," Sakai
said. "Two of them are managers."
"(UOP graduates) are among our
best employees," said Kaiser Permanente
recruiter and chief pharmacist Calvin
Lee. "All of my pharmacists in Stockton
are from UOP."
Career Faire was the climax of a week
of career activities at the University. A
co-op and internship forum was held on
Monday followed by an alumni career
forum on Wednesday. "What's great
about this campus... is that UOP can
stand for 'University of Personal' atten
tion," said Nadler.
According to Nadler, 99 percent of
the purpose behind Career Week is for
students and alumni to share and gain
c possible careeropportunities and to serve
|to educate faculty members on how they
c can impact the students. He urged all
s students to become intimately involved
$ with Career Services and interact with
. .
faculty regarding career opportunities.
J
Career Services will continue to hold
career-related events throughout the
year. On-campus recruiting for seniors
will begin at the end of this month.

tad proven unable to investigate itself.
The citation led to the dismissal of two of the admirals and the

A UOP student shares ideas with a representative of the City of Stockton

Assignment of the third.

Job Opportunities for Graduates
UOP Ranks
Bleakest in Decades
15th in List By Cory Bergman
of Best
Colleges

I at the convention.

Bush Not Backed by NRA
The National Rifle Association (NRA), which supported Republi
cs in the past three presidential elections said it wi no 1 '
„
endorsement this year, but will try to elect a"Clinton-pr<wf Co^r^sThe NRA has no plans to endorse President Busb or Arkansas Gov.

F'l Clinton.
.
l
Four years ago, the NRA endorsed Bush, a longtime mem
^oup. However, the organization is unhappy wit i u

^^

Wly fight a bill that would impose a five-day waiting penod
'cdgun purchases.

^male Enrollment in Top M.B.A.
frograms Decreased
.TTie number o f w o m e n e n r o l l e d i n m a n y
e" 25

Percent or more in recent years, a
Business schools are surveying stuc en s
ivomen in business to specify the cause.
^ univprcikoc r„iumbia Business Schoi ,

baS
on consultants
beingtaken at
Dartmouth

and Indi-

II1U, Ui Ictl igii
^mmate against women applicants.
panel discussion
Nine topbusiness schools will participa t
nrosr>ective women
'^ reception in Boston specifically aitne
ted application infor_u ents. Approximately 600 women w o r c
i
ited to attend. A
from at least one of the schools have beenmm
"milar event is planned for later this year m Cahforr •

Assistant News Editor

The annual listing of America's best
colleges by U.S. News and World Re
port ranked the University number 15
in regional colleges and universities in
the western United States.
The ranking compares UOP with
111 similar four-year schools on a va
riety of factors including academic
reputation, financial resources, student
satisfaction and student selectivity.
UOP scored highest in the financial
resources and student satisfaction cat
egories.
U.S. News arrived at the rankings
by evaluating school data combined
with surveys from over 2,500 college
presidents, deans and admissions di
rectors.
UOP's high ranking comes seven
months after a warning by the Western
Association of Schools and Colleges
(WASC) to improve the University s
financial health and ethnic diversity.
The University received the same
ranking a year ago in the listing.

Recent studies show that the reces
sion has brought the hardest times for
college graduates in 20 years.
Last Thursday's Career Faire partici
pants found recruiters reluctantly ad
mitting to have fewer employment op
portunities. At the IBM booth, job seekers
overheard recruiter Cindy Thomas say
that the recession has forced IBM to
downsize by one- third. "IBM basically
hasn't been hiring in three years," she
said, "but we're taking resumes."
According to Kaiser Permanente re
cruiter Pam Woods, the recession has
had a major impact on new hiring. "We
have a lot more experienced people in
the job market than we had two years
ago," she said. "It makes it tougher for
new grads." Woods said Kaiser's job
vacancy rates are considerably lower.
However, all organizations repre
sented at the Faire are not cutting back
on hiring. Andersen Consulting and
Farmers Insurance said their graduate
hiring has not been adversely affected by
the decline in the economy. "We're hir
ing more people because we're getting
more claims," said Farmers' recruiter
Matt Bailey. Butsuch recession-immune
companies are becoming more difficult

to find.
A recentstudyby Northwestern Uni
versity revealed that 47 percent of the

nearly 300 companies surveyed planned
to decrease their hiring at the bachelor's
level. Demand for college graduates with

a bachelor's degree is predicted to drop
30 percent from 1989 to year end 1992.
(See Jobs, Page 2)

The Career Faire offered many opportunities for interaction
among students and recruiters.

I

SIS to Select Candidates
By Chlondez Waters
Guest Writer
At UOP a special effort is made to
recognize exceptional students for outstandingperformance,achievement and
promise in special programs or majors.
As in previous years, the 5chool of
International Studies will be selecting
candidates to nominate for the Harry S.
Truman Scholarship competition. "This
is one of the most prestigious awards
available for students that are interested
in public service," said Assistant Dean
Brian Klunk. "Truman scholars have
gone on to distinguished careers."
The Harry S. Truman Scholarship
was established in 1975 to provide sup
port for students who anticipate careers
in public service.

The Truman foundation will select
and award eligible scholars up to $3,000
for their senior year of undergraduate
studies and up to $27,000 for graduateor
professional school. The foundation en
courages nominees from across the na
tion to compete in the event.
The competition is open to qualified
juniors who are United States citizens,
full-time students and who rank in the
upper quarter of their class. According to
Klunk, candidates will be selected on
leadership potential, public activity and
a proven record of scholastic achieve
ment. The criteria will also include writ
ing and analytical skills and abilities of
performing well in graduate school.

-General Information
* Universitysafetypre^

-Assault
* On Sunday night, a student
was chased and assaulted between Hand
Hall and the quonset area by a suspect
who punched her in the face. The attack
was unprovoked.
Public Safety officers conducted a search
for the suspect without result. Anyone
having information on this attack is en
couraged to contact Public Safety.

were given to residents ofjohn ty
and Grace Covell Hall last \Vet
proximately 45 students atteil(
meetings.
* Public Safety 0(ifiCei
approximately 14 hoursand 44,
on foot patrol throughout thec
* Parking enforcement

lie Safety began last week. Ov,
warning notices were distribute
forcement personnel.

-Auto Burglary
* Two auto burglaries occurred
to vehicles parked on Stagg Way be
tween Sunday night and Monday night.
The loss was $860 in stereo equipment
and coins.
*A checkbook was taken from a

This report was prepared by S.^
of Public Safety

By Allison Kajiya
Guest Writer
UOP's fourth annual Career Week
got underway last Monday with a Fac
ulty Forum II luncheon that honored
School of Business and Public Adminis
tration (SBPA) Associate Professor Jaime
Agudelo and new Chairman of UOP's
communication department, Dr. Carol
Ann Hall, for their outstanding efforts in
contributing to the career development
of students and alumni.
Sponsored by UOP Career Services
and Andersen Consulting, the luncheon
was held in the Regents Dining Room
before University staff, faculty and stu
dents. Agudelo and Hall received the
Faculty Career Services Award plaque
and gift certificates to the UOP book
store.
The awards were presented to
Agudelo and Hall in recognition of their

(Continued From Page 1)
Students are now being compelled to
put more effort into the job searching
process. Dan Hanttula, a senior business
major who attended the Career Faire,
said he's trying to become more aggres
sive. "I've sent out a lot of resumes and a
lot of cover letters even to people who
aren't asking," he said.
"We want peoplewhen they hear that
it's tough timesout there,...to get going,"
said Director of Career Services Burton
Nadler. "The recession makes it more
important for people to set goals, set
strategies and take action." Nadler said
that too many students last year suffered
from what he calls the "ostrich syn
drome"—putting off searching for a job
until the economy improves.
Nadler gave strong advice to seniors
who plan on tackling the dwindling job
market on their own. "Get into our office
and sit down and chat with one of our
counselors," he said. "Job searching is
not instinctive. It is something we need
to teach you."
Career Services is offering resume
writing, interview skills and job search
development workshops throughout
October and November.

By Damarise Contreras
Guest Writer
Senior Kelle Bobbitt was the recipient
of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) Adams Scholarship.
This $1,000 scholarship is awarded to
mechanical engineering students on the
basis of academic excellence, contribu
tion to the student chapter of ASME and
financial need.
Although, according to Bobbitt, he
first became interested in engineering
"for the money", his main attraction to
the field stems from a need to know. "I've
always had a curiosity for how and why
things work," he said. "I love to figure
things out."
Bobbitt feels his biggest accomplish
ment as a student was becoming in
volved with Human Powered Vehicles

(HPV's). Bobbitt, along with fellow class
mates, participated in the national HPV
competition held at UOP last spring as
their senior projects.
Mechanical Engineering Associate
Professor John O'Dell said Bobbitt dis
played superior leadership and engineer
ing skills during the building of UOP's
HPV. "Kelle was basically the team man
ager," said O'Dell. "He made sure that
our entry was built. The design for the
HPV was mostly his."
"He is a good engineer, good with
other students and good with the fac
ulty," O'Dell said.
Bobbitt, who will begraduating at the
end of this semester, said his plans evolve
around finding employment. "He's go
ing to become a really good engineer,"
O'Dell said. "Kelle is the type of person
who will accelerate."
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Campus Burglaries
Brought to an End

SAN FRANCISCO
166 Geary St #702

By Justin Levy
Over the summer, a series of related
burglaries were made on campus. Equip
ment ranging from computers to micro
waves were stolen from the school. By
studying the break in methods used,
Public Safety came to the conclusion
that the crimes were being done by the
same person.
The Bechtel Center, in addition to the
Geology and Art Departments, were just
a few of the burglarized buildings, ac
cording to Bob Calaway of PublicSafety.
Officers had an indication of the time
period the crimes were occuring and a
shoe print to assist them in their investi
gation.
Although the person was not caught,
a description of the suspect and his get
away car was made while he was burglar-
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Forum Luncheon Honors Faculty

COP Dean Robert' Senedetti, Professor of political science, discussed "What Can Traditional Political
TheoPfTedUs About the Present Environmental Crisis" at World on Wednesday.
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by Billy Bliss
This humble writer has a deplorable
apology to make, especially to a paper of
this intellectual level. I was told the
subject of this issue was the National
Deficit two days before it was due and I
got scared becauseafter talking to several
aspiring business students about the
National Deficit and hunting for the
subject in the library, I got the rough
definition and a lot ofdifferent opinions.
How important is the national deficit?
That question had the most varied an
swer of any I asked, and it's a prettygood
question too. The United States tacks on
well over half a billion dollars on the
National Deficit every day, yet it is a
consistent back page article in news maga
zines of our times. If our government
spends a fraction of that amount in a
controversy, it will be a big issue in the
media. The"Webster's Dictionary" defi
nition is the amount our country "is
short" of cash. The money is owed
entirely to creditors, primarily because
the deficit is nationally accepted, or taken
with a grain of salt. It is seen as money
reluctantly spent, but in my belief noone
can deny that the wheels would stop
turning without it. Thequestion is which
part of the American machine we need
to stop running, because there is no
known way to fund it otherwise. The
most debated part of this money is the
welfare expense; the conservatives fume
over it due to the economical free ride it
offers, while the liberal faction raises its
essential charity. I think the idea of
giving to the American poor needs to be
renovated, no one can deny (especially
the right-wingers) that our system of
welfare collectors are the urban poor and
%re genuinely angry at their situation to
begin with. Who is to blame, the provid
ers or the provided for? The tumor
growing daily on America's body is never
going away, the money can only be chan
neled differently. It seems that some of
the money being spent on the poor of
this country could be used on their re
naissance. If the standards of education
were synonymous to our own through
out America, don'tyou think therewould
be a considerably less amount of Ameri
cans in financial need? Are we truly
"short of' the money we spend to this
effect, or is it essential to a large portion
of America? I say it is essential and
should be put to better use. If you doubt
its importance, imagine South Central
Los Angeles without it.
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California has some ot the country s most amazing environmental
splendors including Yosemite, The Gold Country and Lake Tahoe. With the
exception of Lake 1 ahoe, some ot these areas have been left untouched by
m A weekend in The Gold Country would aid in alleviating the tensions
ofacollege student. 1 he Gold Country is centered in an old farming town.
Here one is able to go horseback riding, hiking and even pan for gold, all in
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The technological revolution was helpful in making many men rich,
vet was it worth the cost future generations would pay? It does little good
toworry about what is lost. What is important is to think about the future
and what we can do to aid in saving our remaining environment. We must
not doom our children to a life imprisoned in the city; we must do all we
tan to preserve the remaining ecological wonders we have left on Earth.
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This weekend, make a trip outside Stockton's city limits and take
advantage of our remaining environment. Hop on a horse and ride through
fcmountains, or take a hike, anything, just get out and enjoy God's
country. After a weekend in the great wide open, a person has no other
choice but to fall in love with the environment, thus developing all-

by Matt Kolken

important ecological ethics.
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Congratulations on presentingsome politicalviewpoint in last week's issue (your
As we eminently approach the fall's columns on panhandling and homelessness as seen from the Left and Right). It's a
election, it becomes increasingly obvi
long-standing need in the paper that's only infrequently addressed in the past.
ous that our deficit is an issue that kills
But, in order to avoid creating false stereotypes, you need to go one step further
far too low on the political agenda's to and see if you can find someone who can actuallywrite "from the Left." The column
tem poll. Our deficit receives less ac under that heading Thursday is actually from the Center — its advocacy of
claim than issues of meager stature such humanitarian concern could as easily be supported by a responsible conservative,
as "family values," or lack thereof.When i.e., a moderate Republican, as anyone on the Left.
is the party platform spotlight going to
While there could be a range of views from the Left on the issue of begging, it
turn its light on an issue that, in my would seem to me that most of them would start out with certain characteristic
opinion, should have already been un questions, such as: Is there any connection between this person before me and the
derlined with a highlighter, marked by fact that thousands of Americans who previously had been institutionalized because
an asterisk, and guarded by a robot the catastrophes of heredity or trauma had left them unable to care for themselves
screaming"dangerWill Robinson?"The have recently been simply dumped on the streets without adequate help?; Is there
answer, unfortunately, is as unclear as any connection between this person and an economic system so inept that it
the question.
routinely denies a job to one of out every eight people who want to work?; Is there
As a response, the Democrats are something wrong with a society which creates these problems because of failed
fond of pointing out that during the policies of the incompetence of capitalism and then turns around and blames the
eight years of Republican control of the victims?
presidency with Reagan at the helm, the
In other words, the central questions for the Left, when it comes to begging and
seed of the problem we now encounter homelessness as well as many other issues, concern justice and fairness and their
was planted and cultivated. They protest systematic denial, not merely charity.
that in the last four years Mr. Bush has
done little but water and fertilize the
Sincerely,
plant that has grown to 11 zeros. What is
Jerry Hewitt
so blatantly ignorant about their accusa
tions, to continue the gardening
metaphor, is that Bush has been at
tempting to clear a field of weeds, when
his weed- wacker has been locked away
in the political gardening shed. My point
University of the Pacific, Stockton, CA 95211
being, that until the Democratsare will
ing to make concessions with our repub
lican leader and approve his proposals,
Jeffrey Weinberg
the deficit will no more disappear than a
Editor in Chief
weed will when watered.
Alaistair McHugh, Sports Editor
Solution: clean house. Get rid of the
Edward T. Sickel, Managing Editor
Chuck Elliott, Opinion Editor
obstacles that impede theobtainment of
Rachel Moore, Copy Editor
Scott Anderson, Photo Editor
a deficit-free state, and the removal of
Geoffrey Lee, Buisness Manager
Matt Kolken, Distribution Manager
the national stigma of being a debtor's
Michelle Seaters, Production Manger
Michelle Gillette, JeffWarnock,
nation. The House's compliance with
Monica Yadegar, News Editor
Ann Flournoy, Production Staff
presidential proposal is essential to the
Allison Wagda, Feature Editor
elimination of a four trillion dollar defi
Mike Traina, Across TheCampus Editor Tanya Fung, Secretary
cit by which our economy is burdened.
Prudence Cameron, Entertainment Editor Victoria Gofif, Advisor
With a democratic majority in control
of Congress, we have little to no chance
The Pacifican is published every Thursday, except during vacations and final
of removing the deficit from above our
exams
week, by the students of the University of the Pacific. Comments from readers
heads, or from our children's for that
are
welcome
and strongly encouraged. Guest columns must be submitted in typed
matter. Until we secure compliance from
form by Friday 5 p.m.The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all submitted materials.
the legislative branch, the only way the
Editorial comments reflect the views and opinions of the majority of the Pacifican
debt will be nullified is if Ross Perot pulls
editorial board, unless personally signed.
out his personal check book and picks
The Pacifican office is located on the third floor of Hand Hall, University of the
up the tab.
Pacific,
Stockton,Calif. 95211. Office hours are Monday through Friday, 10a.m. to
Ideally, even if Congress is rid of
5 p.m. or by appointment.
Democratic infestation, the question
turns to what could be implemented that
Editorial: 946-2113/2114/2115
Business: 946-2155
would have a legitimate effect upon the
trillions of dollars which have accumu
lated. I, obviously, am no political econo
mist and have no "sure thing" solution,
but as always, have a suggestion.
Have you got something you want to say about an article or opinion you
First of all, raising taxes will do little
have seen in The Pacifican? Problemsor praise with policies, people or places
more than eliminate our already drown
on campus or in the world? Why not write a letter to the editor? The Pacifican
ing middle class. This is not an option.
is widely distributed to the campus and read by nearlyevery student, faculty
We must therefore take a scrutinizing
and staff member of the University. Now is your chance to be heard.
look at our government'sspending prac
All letters to the editor must have a verifiable signiture, local address and
tices. It is our money they're playing
phone number.The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all letters and sub
with, and they do have the tendency to
missions for length, factual information, libel, and clarity.
treat it as if it were allocated from the
Deadline for submission is Monday at noon for the following Thursday's
board of a monopoly set.
issue. Bringor mail your letter to: Opinion Editor, ThePacifican,Third Floor,
What to cut, you ask? Not education.
Hand Hall, Stockton, Calif. 95211.
See Deficit, Page 11
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What is your solution to the national budget deficit?
Lisa Novitt
Junior
English

Darlino Faria
Junior
Pre-Pharmacy

Andrew Vergelius
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and Stimpy in '92."

-America needs
laws for illegal aliens, an
certain luxury import items.
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"Government needs to cut back spending on

pretty much everything-defense,

social services and expecially foreign aid.

Stefanie Brand
Junior
Communication

Randy Thelen
Senior
Business

"Get people like George Bush out of

"To turn the economy around we need

"Stop helping out all the other coun-

office."

to promote domestic affairs and educa-

tries."
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Suicides Send Ripples Of Shock Through
College Campuses
by Karen Neustadt
(CPS)—When a law student at a college in
Boston took her life two years ago by swal
lowing a handful of pills, her family, friends
and professorswerestunned beyond words.
Shehadeverythinggoingforher.asupportive family, a brilliant future. But she was a
high-achieving perfectionist who often felt
overwhelmed by her life, though this was
virtually unknown until some of her jour
nals were found.
The law student and many like her are
cases of "smiling depression," says a college
mental health expert whose speciality is
college suicide. There are some students,
says Leighton Whitaker, director of mental
health services at Swarthmore College,
Swarthmore, Pa., who are in quiet despair,
and comprise most of the surprising sui
cides among "well-adjusted" college stu
dents.
Some college students may appear to
express themselves emotionally, but they
are only revealing a part of themselves—
"party animals," for instance, and others
who wear a mask of cheerfulness, he said.
Then there are others who are more forth
right: "larn't take it anymore." Those five
words are considered a "red flag" for college
students who may be contemplating sui
cide, say mental health experts who have
watched students struggle with depression
and despair.
The college
suicide rate continues to grow, according to
data from the U.S. Centers for Disease Con
trol. Driven by low-self esteem, isolation,
substanceabuseand withdrawal,about eight
in 100,000 college students take their lives,
according to a recent report by the Journal
of College Student Psychotherapy, which
studied 200 U.S. campuses.
Being a college student, however, may
actually act as a buffer foryouth suicide. The
figures reflect a suicide rate 50 percent less
thantheirnon-collegepeersinthel8-24age
group.
"Mbsfof the increase in the last three
decades was due to an increase in yc,uth
suicide in general, and the vast majority of
those were white males," Whitaker said.
The death ofa student by his own hand has
a chilling ripple-effect that sweeps the cam
pus, touching friends, classmates and pro
fessors, said Whitaker, and requires a pro
cess he calls "post-vention" which includes
griefcounselingandpublicservicesforthose

whoknewthedeceased. Whitakerstrongly
advises that survivors of a suicide not try to
avoid the grief process, which may be as
sisted by counseling, as they may also be
come seriously depressed.
"There is no more severe campus emo
tional issue than that of the suicide of a
student, except theclosing of the institution
itself," hesaid, notingthatcampuscommunities can be more tightly -nit than small
cities. Some campuses consider student
suicide prevention a major priority. A rash
ofsuicidesduringthe 1991-92 schoolyear at
the University of Maryland's College Park
campus prompted the administration to
review mental health services and find ways
to make support more readily available to
students.
Eight students committed suicide dur
ing the year, which, according to the publi
cation Campus Crime, is estimated to be
triple the number that could beexpected on
a campus of35,000. The suicides did not
appears to be related, but school officials say
that it appeared the students were under
severe stress because of personal problems
and the fallout from budget cuts that dis
rupted campus life. Since 1973, theUnited
States Coast Guard Academy in New Lon
don, Conn., has had a community-based
suicide prevention program functioning
within its ranks. In the years since the pro
gram was developed, more than 50students
have been treated for suicidal thoughtsand
severe depression.
Prior to 1973, the
Academy lost four cadets and one faculty
member to suicide in a five-year period.
Since the program was set up, there has not
been a completed suicide on campus.
New cadets are required to attend lec
tures, then take part in a discussion and
watch a videotape that explores the prob
lem of student suicide. Juniors are given
four hours of suicide prevention training
which includes in-depth discussions of
causes, myths, misconceptions and "red
flags."
Red Flags For Suicide
1. Giving away valued possessions. 2. Put
ting affairs in order. 3. Having difficulty
adjusting to the loss of a relationship. 4.
Withdrawing from all activities that previ
ously gave thestudent satisfaction. 5.Crying
with no apparent cause. 6. Sudden changes

in behavior and/or attitude. 7. Inability to
concentrate. 8. Constant irritability. 9. Ex
cessive feelingsof guilt. 10. Erratic behavior
whichcannotbeexplained. Twiceasmany
malecollegestudentssucceedinkillingthemselves as female college students; however,
studiesrevealthatfemalesmakemanymore
suicide threats and attempts than males.
While the figures are tragic, they are more
encouraging than the figures in the general
populationofthecountry, where four times
as many males commit suicide than fe
males.
For every male college student suicide,
there are, on the average nationally, suicide
attempts by eight other males, while an
additional 12 men threaten suicide. For
eachfemalestudentsuicide,58otherwomen
attempt suicide and 145 threaten to kill
themselves, according to research data in
Whitaker'sbook,"CollegeStudentSuicide."
Whitaker, who often counsels students in
distress, also cites the "machismo" role as
one of the reasons twice as many male
students take their lives than female stu
dents. "The more 'macho' the man, the
more likely he will be involved in morbid
behavior, which includes suicide and mur
der," Whitaker said. "These men are likely
to avoid mental health services, although
therapy can be a highly effective preventa
tive for them."
The psychologist, who
recently published a paper entitled "Ma
chismo and Morbidity," said that, overall,
college students engage in less macho be
havior than their non-college peers. Since
mental health services are usually highly
accessible to college students, there is an
opportunity to prevent suicide that their
non-college peers do not have. Gun control
is also quite strict on campuses, making
accessibility to firearms more difficult than
in other settings. Youngwomenwhothink
aboutsuicide,saidWhitaker,aremore likely
to give adequate warning that they are dis
tressed, and are more apt to see a counselor,
two factors that can deter the act of suicide.
"The fact that women make more threats is
positivein itself," hesaid."They more readily
signal that they need help." Alcohol is the
single most overlooked risk factor for col
lege suicide, said Whitaker, who says that
"societal denial of the physically and psychologicallydamagingeffectsofalcoholhave
allowed this drug to keep a sacred place."
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Students Boycott
Schools Must Disclose Crime Rates
University Bookstore By John Williams
MADISON, Wis. (CPS)—Gay, lesbian

bullies.
Said Frenault
'The chef has
,
become a star, a media star

andotherstudentactivistsattheUniver-

'°*'2fWynsinareboyco.t,ngabookfrfh*sma*P~ple get that imeresj
According to
a
A
U x*
lo a survey done by Money
magazine, the average chefs annual sal
ary is $35,000, and an executive chef can
make up to $200,000. The American
C-ulinary Federation estimates there are
about 250,000°Penin8s for trained chefs,

^ aftyl=*.an employee was bred
inMay. Lois Corcoran, who worked as
an administrative assistant at the Uni
versity Book Store, filed acomplaint with
Madison's Equal Opportunity Commis
sion, saying that she was fired because
she is a lesbian.

John Epple, president of the store,
did not return telephone calls to com
ment on the case. The bookstore is not
Child and other experts urge stu
officially
affiliated with the school, but is
^sanitation
dents to get as much experience as pos
want
to
get
into
the
business,
the closest bookstore to campus, said
ling Clinton becausJ "Ifyou
sible, even before applying to a culinary
Sara Oppenheimer, the campus news
on rights," Sh;iv, ' Igtocculinary school gives you a head
nf saidreknowned French chef Julia school, to get a realistic view of the pro editor with the DailyCardinal, a campus
«en wishyWashy. b jjrt,
fession. Do some restaurant work and
ut
»y0u have to like culinary arts,
newspaper.
1 back
see
how you like it. Then pick theschool,
beiSe,^h»N people who do like it, it is a life
Charles Squires, who is co-president
but get as much training as possible.
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the
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zation,
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mover B*
velop yourself," she said. Frenault, with
"fairly successful." School began Sept. 2,
•aving the Rep ki^' Thereareabout 500 culinary schools
the American Culinary Federation, said
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b
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registration and the first week of classes,
withtheradicalPm jmerican Culinary Federation. The
schools to save on costs.
Squires
said.
id. Christina Dia %ools range from such well-known
They should talk to students at the
"Our
campus has 4,000 to 5,000 gay
dbr Life, does not a^*tionsaS the Amencan Culinary school or who have graduated to find out
and lesbian students, and it is atrocious
vote, she said fori? :«,e 111 HYde Park' N'Y" and the how they feel about the place." Child also
that the place discriminates so blatantly,"
1
5 reason other thank ^England Culinary Institute in Verurges young chefs to remember that din he said. "It's really demeaning." The
to
ie Freedom of q,0 J0nt community colleges and vocaers can pay dearly for a meal, and while boycott has the support of the Wiscon
0lt pal-technical schools. Steve Frenault,
presentation is important, serving excel sin Student Association, said Amy
jiectorofthe federation, said thatschool
lent food should be the overriding con Friedman, speaker of the Senate. The
programs can last from five months to
cern.
association representsthe school's43,000
wears, and can cost $1,000-$25,000 a
students. "We supported the boycott due
U,
to a strong show of support of the stu
Enrollment in culinary schools has
dent population," Friedman said.
Knsteadily in the past 10 years, hesaid,
ilthough the recession "makes it hard to
jit a clear vision" on how schools are
by Scott-Allen Pierson
doingcurrently. "Some schools are clos
ing. Other schools are filled," he said.
'Overall, 1 think there is sustained
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Child said that students should get a
tar-year liberal arts degree and then
lend culinary school. "Study French
idhistory.Takecommunications. Getimgacollege degree first helps you matee, Ifyou go in as a kid you could be
•asting your time," she said. "Get a
limned good education, and then you'll
pmuch farther ahead." Demographic
fudies suggest people are eating out
we,and there IS an increasingdemand
»chefs, analysts said, so chances are
excellent that culinary school graduates
"H get jobs.
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(CPS)—Colleges and universities nationwide have to release statistics to faculty,
students, administrators and staff members that detailcrime rates on campus. The
federal law, which became effective Sept. 1, was written so that crime rates at
campuses would be made available to anyone. But some crime safety experts are
concerned that supplying statistics alone won't curb campus crime, and question to
what extent schools will be forthright in reporting crime.
"I'm suspcious. I would imagine there would he a tremendous variation in
complying with the law," said Alan McEvoy,ofWittenberg University in Springfield,
Ohio. "I could see that there would be all kinds of problems, and schools may have
a tendency to minimize crime on their campuses."
Schools now have to provide information such as: • A statement ofcurrent police
policies to report crime on campus, and the institution's response to the reports. •
Disclosing security measureson campus, including residence halls. • How the school
informs students, administrators and faculty about campus security procedures,
and how the school encourages them to be responsible for their own security.
• A policy regarding the use, possession or sale of alcohol and illegal drugs. The
report must also contain campus crime stastistics involving murder, rape, robbery,
aggravated assault, burglary and motor-vehicle theft. However, there are several
kinds of crime not reported to campus officials in all cases that range from dorm theft
to rape, officials said, which could indicate that the crime statistics could be flawed
from the outset.
"In terms of rape, the disclosure laws focus in on crime reported to police and
campus security. The vast majorityof college students who are raped don't report it,"
said Gail Abarbanel, director of the Rape Treatment Center at Santa Monica
Hospital in California. "Rape is the largest crimeon campus, but it is underreported.
It would be a mistake to use those statistics as a measure of rapeon college campuses.
I tell colleges that if they are doing a good job reporting sexual assault, the statistics
will go up because women are more comfortable reporting it."
However, acknowledging that there is crime on campuses is a start, said Bill
Whitman, director of of the Campus Safety and Security Institute. "It gets the facts
out. Crime does occur," he said. "I doubt there are many students who look at this
issue, but it is a real significant issue for mom and dad. From a parental point ofview
this information is necesssary.
"Many young people, especially freshmen, have never thought about safety
before. They can be naive, trusting and a bit lazy. It has to be an ongoing, constant
education." Just the fact that schools are now required to report crime statistics is
a step in the positive direction, said DorothySiegel, vice president forstudent services
and director of the Campus Violence Prevention Center at Towson State University
in Baltimore. "The benefit is to say, 'Look, crime happens.' Students don't ask
questions about crime," she said. "It's a very hard message to sell." McEvoy, at
Wittenberg University, said he is worried thatsome colleges and universities may try
to minimize crime statistics to lessen perceived public relations problems. "It's more
paperwork for the administration and brings to light problems they don't want to
discuss," he said.

University of Wisconsin
Repeals Hate Speech
Ban
(CPS)—The University of Wisconsin
Board of Regents established a commit
tee to study discriminatory harassment
after it voted to repeal a rule against hate
speech directed against individuals. The
regents, which oversee the 26-campus
University of Wisconsin system, voted
10-6 Sept. 11 to repeal the ban because of
recent court decisions that raised the
question that such bans may violate stu
dents' rights to freedom ofspeech, which
is protected under the First Amendment.
"The issue was divided between freedom
of speech vs. the right to harassmentfree
education," said Maureen Quinn, a
spokeswoman for the Board of Regents.
"It was a cogent debate since they were
dealing with such emotional issues." The
roots of both the rule and the recent
repeal go back to 1988, when the regents
wrote a discriminatory harassment policy
that was installed in the student code of
conduct. This action was taken after a
fraternity on the Madison campus held a
"slave auction." "There were also verbal
harassments throughout the university
system, so the regents felt there had to be
a stronger student code of conduct,"
Quinn said. About 40 students were cited
under the rule. A student newspaper at
the Milwaukee campus challenged the
rule under First Amendment violations,
and in 1991 a U.S. district judge said the
rule was constitutionally vague.
The rule was redrafted with narrower
parameters, and was approved in Mayof
this year. The rule, as amended, was
limited to direct confrontations between
students. However, some of the regents
began to doubt the constitutionality of
the rule, Quinn said, so it went to a
legislative hearing, which ended up in a
deadlock, and then went back to the
regents for review.
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But school officials and chefs cauthat going to a culinary school is
demanding. Thehours are long, the work
^physical and one must be prepared to
Memorize cooking terms and methods

1,011

know about foods and spices. Stumust also learn about wines, des"T salads and other factors in prepar'"SUnd serving meals.
Some schools
tlln restaurants and bakeries that are
slaffed by students, so they are receiving
Practical experience. But if the restau'ents

'int opens at 7 a.m. for breakfast, stuen,s must be in the kitchen hours be1Bret0 Prepare all the food.
You must have physical ability—
;'ni re°n your feet a lot. You must have
Tdination and dexterity," said John
tan°w- co-founder of the New EnCulinary Institute. "You should
artistic ability and be the type of
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Sleep Eludes Students with Crazy Schedules

"Faculty Brats

Eton's

Sally Limbaugh

Alison Wagda
Feature Editor
It's 2 a.m. on a Monday night and voices are still echoing through the corridors of Grace Covell Hall
Considering that classes can begin as early as at 8 a.m., most people would think that these students would have the sense
to get some rest. However, the problem does not always lie in the students being unwilling to get a good night's sleep, they
sometimes just can't.
,.
,
Insomnia among college students is not a new problem, but as the stress to achieve grows due to a weakening economy and

<RPl>YiS,
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-ices of c°'

Guest Writer
They are less affectionately known as
"faculty brats." Every university in America
has them. Especially famous for receiving
tuition
remission and bookstore discounts,
mmu..."—
, .
cWldrenoffeadty members are certainly m

job market, so does the inability to find peace in a good night's sleep.
Combined with other disruptions in their sleeping patterns,students are finding it more and more difficult to sleep at night,
and are more frequently taking naps during the daytime hours. "I may only get four or five hours of sleep at night, but by mic -

abundance nationwide. Yet for manyof the

afternoon, I find myself exhausted and needing a nap,"said senior Allison Seltzer

this college than the reduced fee.
There is both good and bad surround
ing the decision to attend the university
where a parent is employed. The positive
aspects include a quality education on a
and ^ negative include

Students have always had to deal with sleeping disorders in college. Between the late-night parties and the all-night study
sessions a consistent sleeping pattern is difficult to establish. Just oversleeping once can disrupt the schedule for the entire week.
The same case applies to recreational activities. For the first time, students are left without parental restriction on curtews.
Therefore when they arrive at college, they tend to take advantage of their freedom, staying out until all hours of the night. Due
to this, many of the parties do not even begin until 10 p.m., so even those who would normally have no problem disciplining
themselves are tempted to stay up later than usual.
If part ofthe problem is an inconsistent sleep schedule, then the cure issimply discipline. "Regularity is the most crucial piece
of advice I can give about sleep," said Dr. Robert Van de Castle, director of the University of Virginia's Nocturnal Cognition
Laboratory in a recent edition of "Women s Sport and Fitness.
Some people are under the impression that eight hours of sleep is the same even if the times are a little different, but slight
changes can affect when the body feels that it needs to rest. Even if an individual is mentally exhausted, the body may still have
a few hours of energy left, leaving an individual lying in bed staring at the clock.
The advantage that college students have over adults with insomnia problems is the possibilty for company. While an adult
maybe stuck suffering through a sleepless night alone, a student (livingin a dormitory) can almost always find a fellow insomniac
to help pass the time.
Although a disruption insleeping patterns has always been one ofthe main causes for insomnia in college, stress is also a major
contributor. For many students, when they hit college they are faced with more responsibility than ever before. All of a sudden,
grades are not just a measure of which school one will get into, but they are an indicator of one s future success. This has always
been a stress factor, yet in recent years, with the failing economy, it has increased dramatically.
In addition to worrying about school and social pressures, insomnia can also stem from the actual use of drugs and alcohol.
Heavy drinking has long been associated with sleeping disorders, as well as the use of many stimulants, including cocaine and
speed.
Although they are often used in a social atmosphere, stimulants are also used to increase a students ability to study for long
periods of time.This is another result of the stress associated with studying. Especially in graduateschool, when the competition
is even fiercer, use of drugs is almost commonplace.
By far the most common stimulant used among college students is caffeine. Since it is a less potent, legal source of instant
energy, students feel that it can not harm them. "I love coffee, said senior Mary Pattinson. I not only use it to stay up studying,
but I drink it for the taste." Students often drink multiple cups of coffee to stay awake whether to study or just socialize, not to
mention using caffeine pills such as No-Doz and Vivarin.
Surprisingly, society accepts the use of these stimulants to stay awake. In one recent commercial sponsored by Vivarin, a
student istrying to study late when he starts to fall asleep.Suddenly, his mother (of all people) appears with a bottle ofthe caffeine
pills, urging him to try one. Of course, if your own mother condones them, then what harm could they possibly have?
Although insomnia affects one's performance in college, there are ways to treat the problem. The first way is to identify the
problem. Chances are, a person who suffers slight insomnia will experience the following symptoms: needs more than 30
minutes to fall asleep regularly, wakes up frequently during the night and has problems falling back asleep, or feels tired often
during daylight hours.
The second way to treat insomnia is fairly simple. Set yourself on a steady time schedule. According to a recent report in

What's Your January
Plan?
Stacy Jackson
Guest Writer
A hot time is being planned for the
cool month of January and we're asking
UOP students to make their Jan. Plans
now. With an assortment of elective,
required and exciting travel courses to
choose from, January Term is also at
tractive because of its low tuition and
discounted housing.
Including a trip to Italy and a sail
around the Channel Islands off the coast
of Santa Ba rbara, January Term offers 1,
2, and 3 unit courses between January 2
and 24, many of which are innovative
field experiencesor weekend classes. Stu
dents may pay for courses with their
student accounts and may register at the
Office of Lifelong Learningafter validat
ing at the Finance Center.
While the January Term Catalog will
be available October 20, look to this new
What's Your Jan. Plan? column for
updated course information and regis
ter now. Next week: Mining the West:
Past and Present and Desktop Publish
ing will be featured. The Office of Life
long Learning is happyto providea com
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here is junior Dave Phillips, whose4- vironmenta
John Phillips, Ph.D., a professor inthe
ology and Anthropology department
remembers growing up around c
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come into my Dad's office whenfr
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exciting tocome to a place I've beenh
around for 13 years."
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Although many students get-a commitment i'
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erything they can to discourage)* VISTA volunl
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Fake I.D.'s May Work, But
They Can Be Risky

Alison Wagda
"Excuse me, can I see some ID?"
asked the bouncer at the front door of
the Graduate, a popular local bar and
restaurant last Thursday night. All three
ofthe students produced either a driver's
license or ID card that was acceptable to
the bouncer, and were allowed in.
But were they actually 21 years old?
Maybe, but considering how many stu
dents have them before they are 21,
chances are at least one of them was not
of legal age.
There are four main ways that stu
dents can embellish on their age. Many
students find it the easiest to borrow a
friend's driver's license, or are given an
expired one, and try to impersonate
them. This usually only works if the
person resembles the picture on the ID
card. Many ofthe expired IDs have been
passed on for three or four years, but
students still try to get away with it. "My
ID expired three years ago," said one
junior who wishes to remain anony
mous. "If they question it, I just say that
I lost my extension. Sometimes they
believe me, sometimes they don't."
Other students try to alter their own
license, but most bars these days have
tightened their standards. Scratches and
paint are usually questioned, as well as
ID's that have been through thewashing
machine more than a few times.

Manufacturing ID cards used to be
fairly common, but now that California
has holograms and the magnetic strip on
the back, most students don't have the
equipment to replicate them. Out of state
cards are still made, but these tend to be
suspicious to a bar, and often look ama
teurish.
The most complicated method of get
ting false identification is to go through
the Department of Motor Vehicles
(DMV). This can be done by a variety of
ways. Some people use an older brother
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(his) high school friends."
lifetime.
With home only two miles away, Paul
For sophomore Lea Sharp, living so
can easily find a quiet place to study and have
close to home didn't becomea problem. I
ahomecookedmeal with hisfamily,incluc really didn't think I would like it here. I
inghis father, RoyChilds, Ph.D., aprofessor
thought that because I was going to live in
in the Sociology department. But for Paul,
the same old town, nothing would change,
these advantages aren't enough to replace
she said."But it isn't that way at all. Livingon
his longing to venture out of Stockton and
campus, I forget I amstill inStockton." Her
travel to a new and different campus.
father,MichaelSharp,Ph.D.isaProfessorof
Besides living so close to home, children
German in the Modern Language depart
of faculty members must also deal with
ment here at UOP.
Lea finds her college experiences new sharing the campus with mom or dad. Sai a
andexcitingeventhoughsheparticipatedin Subbiondo personally enjoys having her
many campus activities while growing up father Joseph Subbiondo, Vice President of
here inStockton. "I swam inTiger Aquatics Academic Affairs, so close on campus.
"If I need something from home, I just
for six years and went to an occasional
callanddadbringsittowork,
saidSarawith
volleyball or football game, but being on
campus is a completely different experi a smile.
Although Sara enjoys having her father
ence," said Lea.
so
close
in her life, she has felt pressured by
Sophomore Paul Childs feels that living
other
students
in the past. Because her father
close to home is an advantage, but he is
isthe
Academic
Vice President, occasionally
uneasy about, "not leaving Stockton for a
students approach Sara, expecting her to
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a challenging,
rewarding future that puts
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year. Learn how to qualify as an
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students currently enrolled here
^ uQp^ there is a much more t0 attending

Feature Editor

plete listing or course update to all who call 946-2424 or come to McConchie Hall
(across Pacific at 235 Stadium).
Seniors who need extra units to graduate, freshmen who want to improve their
GPA to rush, students who want a nontraditional and intense academic experience,
anyone who can't imagine anything to do for six weeks, January's the hottest Term
in town. Bonus!
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cific Market Brings Fresh Music to UOP
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rom the Koussevitsky Foundation.
iition to the Peterson composition, EARPLAY will present an NF A
a
, ,
A commissr°ned work by James Dashow for violin
F1 ,nnic tape titled Mnemonics; Scott Wheeler's Nioht n 11/
^Sk of clarity Passacastlica* ^0vv/Vwnaf'°^for flute.clarinet,
cello and marimba; and Stephan
° W° Wltten Whlk W°'pe StUdied With ^on Webern in Vienna and
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Fran Abbott
Director, Anderson Y Center

Service opportunities are multiplyf TheCareer and Community Service
hire was a super chance to check out
khpaid and volunteer career opportuies. I talked with follcs who have been
«my"got to call 'em" list for ages. One
ertificate and say they representative I talked with was from
Others buy false birth iCTION/VISTA out of San Francisco.
ill in the information, WAisVolunteers in Service to America
get in the mail not only mdoffers an opportunity for a full-time,
their picture on it. year-long national work program where
ny students get away 'commitment is made to increase the
ID's, many bars have apability of low- income people to imirity and are doingev- prove the condition of their lives.
1 to discourage people VISTA volunteers are assigned to lo"Wehavesecurityatai olpublic or non-profit agency sponsors
on many nights) mat- loated in all 50 states, D.C., Puerto Rico
to even enter the pr0P ffldtheVirgin Islands. VISTA pays travel
^nses and provides some relocation
Page 11)
'"penses plus a small monthly living alWance and a $90.00 stipend. The na''®alaverage livingallowance is$560.00
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advocated the rapid implementation of
a university recycling program, among
other environmental issues. Students,
faculty and staff are encouraged to come
by the table, learn more about the
adopted cause of the week and, if they
choose, sign a prepared letter advocat
ing that change takes place.
Suggestions and form letters are now
being accepted for future causes. Sub
missions can be made to either the ad
vocacy table itself or the Anderson Y

yloansforupto three yearsofservice.

volunteers are also eligible for
portion of Perkins Loans.
^°me of the projects VISTA volunleers'vorkon areliteracy, substance abuse
llltervention
and
prevention,

ii!Vllationofa

homelessness, hunger, senior citizens,
economic development and health and
youth services.
Kerry Douglas, VISTA recruiter for
our area, would love to hear from UOP
students. Hernumberis(415) 744-3016.
In the meantime, Anderson Y Cen
ter staff member Kathleen Brown notes
three hot opportunities:
• Be a Best Friends Counselor for the
Stockton YMCA. Work with young
folks in a fun, activity based program. In
exchange for volunteer work, the Stockton Y is offering free membership with
full use of the health facilities. Call the
Stockton Y at 466-9603.
• Volunteer for Hospice and provide
support to terminally ill patients and
their families. An upcoming training
program (Oct. 5 - Nov. 23,6-9 p.m.) is
necessary for participation. For infor
mation call 466-0699.
• Join UOP's own ROAD (Responsible
Ai™h«l and DrucsJ Pro0PtlonS t°.^., , u^Walk-a thonas
J
t
gram and assistwith
a ^°na®
f ^ °8 am 12 pm Volunteers' are
from 8 a.m.P- •
bg
re'gttrarsTnd monitors. Call 946-2256.
registrars anu in"
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Vince Anderson
Guest Writer
Maybe you've seen the poster with a
television and lots of random words on
it. Perhaps you've heard about the live
band that performs a variety of songs
from the Beatles to U2. Even more, you
may have heard about the multi-media
presentations that feature clips from TV
shows such as Designing Women and
Saturday Night Live.
Whether or not you've caught wind
of all this, if you haven't made your way
to Morris Chapel on Tuesday nights at
9:30, you've been missingout on a weekly
student run program entitled "Alterna
tive Images."
The weekly gatherings investigate and
celebrate many different elements of life
and how they are reflected in popular
culture, the humanities and different
cultural traditions.
On Oct. 6th that sense of celebration
will continue with an activity designed to
give participantsmass stimuli in order to
promote awareness of, and reflection
on, one's personal and communal jour
ney. In order to facilitate this kind of
experience, the experiment will involve
dramatic lighting, several musicians and
multi-media images. The experiment will
last for one half-hour and will be fol
lowed by coffee and conversation.
If you are looking for a unique expe
rience that will entertain and challenge
you, check out the "Alternative Images"
program on Tues., Oct. 6 in Morris
Chapel at 9:30 p.m.

FUNDS, FANTASIES AND
FUTURE FOCUS
By Burton Jay Nadler

getting the hang of this. As promised,
I've kept my comments brief, yet infor
mative and the issues meaningful, yet
light. But, you don't seem to understand
your role in this relationship. While you
have been submitting great inquiries,
and I want you to continue to do so, they
have been too sophisticated and thought
provoking. Keep in mind I only get so
many inches each week. I can't possibly
solve the mysteries of long distance job
search,
seaicn, international
»"»..auUi.cu careers, summer
—

So much for easy questions! If you
are wondering,"Why all this stuff?" It is
because whether you are a freshman,
senior or alumnus, career decision-mak
ing is ongoing. It is a never-ending
process of assessment, introspection,
active research, focussingon options and
taking action. It is a process that can be
facilitated by activities and experiences
like those cited above. Although it is a
jobs on cruise ships, resume writing in process that continues throughout one's
Russian and teiephone interviewing in
undergraduate years and beyond, it is
the space provided (although I will try), one that can best be described by that
So for today, I want to select an easy
timeless over-generalization "the sooner,
question. In spite of my wishes^ I keep
recalling
recent exchange with a stu,
' ,,
recalling aa iccc
&
causg wbetber for faU-time, part-time,

"Why what?" I asked.
"Why the Career Faire, the Alumni Fo
rum, internships, Career Servicesall of this career stuff? I'm only a fresh
man." He clarified.
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Thursday, October 1
Anderson Y Center Advocacy Table, McCaffrey Center, 12 p.m.
Homecoming Court Candidate Speeches, McCaffrey Stage, 12 p.m.
Homecoming Court Voting, McCaffrey Center, 12-4 p.m.
Resume Writing Workshop, Career Center, McConchie Hall, 12 p.m.
Theta Alpha Phi (Drama Fraternity), Green Rm., Drama Building, 12 p.m.
-open to all students
Water Polo vs. UC-Santa Barbara, Kjeldsen Pool, 3 p.m.
Field Hockey vs. California, Brookside Field, 3:30 p.m.
College of the Pacific Association (COPA) Meeting, Bannister 108, 5 p.m.
-open to all COP students
Resume Writing Workshop, Career Center, McConchie Hall, 6 p.m.
"Chapel Explosion," Morris Chapel, 8 p.m.
-an interdenominational worship service sponsored by Youth for Christ
UPBEAT Film: "WAYNE'S WORLD," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Friday, October 2
Interview Skills and Roleplay Interviewing, Career Center, 2-4 p.m.
Job Search Strategy Development, Career Center, 2-4 p.m.
Friday Forum:"AFaculty Position on Governance," Bechtel Center, 3-5 p.m.
Alumni Awards Reception and Dinner, Raymond Great Hall, 5 p.m.
Chi Alpha Radical Reality Meeting, WPC 140,8 p.m.
UOP Jazz Orchestra Homecoming Concert, Faye Spanos Concert Hall, 8
p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "WAYNE'S WORLD," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Dancing at the "Static Attic," 2nd floor McCaffrey Center, 9 p.m.-l a.m.
Saturday, October 3
Broadcasting Alumni Reunion Breakfast, Regents Dining Room, 8:30 a.m.
Soccer Club vs. Alumni, Zuckerman Field, 9 a.m.
Open House Breakfast with the Deans, 9-11 a.m.
COP, WPC Conference Room
SBPA, Weber 102
University College, McConchie Hall
Homecoming Parade, Begins at Harding & Pacific heading north, 9:30-11
a.m.
Lecture: "U.S. Business Competitiveness," Weber 102,10:30 a.m.
-Mark Plovnick, Dean, School of Business and Public Administration
Engineering Alumni Meeting, Khoury Hall 205,10:30 a.m.
Country-Style Shindig and BBQ, Knoles Field, 11 a.m.- 1:30 p.m.
Field Hockey vs. Alumni, Brookside Field, 11 a.m.
Football vs. Univ. of Nevada-Las Vegas, Stagg Stadium, 2 p.m.
Volleyball vs. Alumni, Spanos Center, 6:30 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "WAYNE'S WORLD," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Sunday, October 4
Catholic Mass, Morris Chapel, 9:30 a.m.
Protestant Worship, Morris Chapel, 11 a.m.
Friends of Chamber Music: Ariosa Winds, Faye Spanos Concert Hall, 3 p.m.
Catholic Mass, Morris Chapel, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "WAYNE'S WORLD," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Monday, October 5
Senate Meeting, McCaffrey Conference Room, 9 p.m.

Well, after four weeks I seem to be

"Why?" He asked.
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Center. Check the Pacifican for the
causes of the week.
Today's causes include:
UOP RECYCLING PROGRAM (con
tinued)
In light of our planet's environmen
tal crisis, it is a disgrace that our campus
does not have a recycling program in
place. The University should be leading
the community in these issues, not trail
ing behind. Stop by the table and write
to: President Bill Atchley, Executive VicePresident John Ryan, Physical Plant Di
rector Joe Kirim and Environmental
Safety Officer Darrel Houdashelt.
DISABLED SERVICES
Concerns have been raised regarding
the lack of handicap accessibility around
the campus. With an increased number
of disabled students at UOP, the Univer
sity must take action to make this cam
pus an accessible one. Stop by the table
and write to President Bill Atchley.

"Alternative
Images"
Offers a Chapel
Experiment

W. Alpine Ave

summer jobs or intern opportunities,
job search is really a set of actions which
require special skills. These skills are not
instinctual. You are not born with the
ability to write a resume, make initial
contact with an employer nor conduct
an interview. We at Career Services want
each and every student and alumni to
build job search skills and prepare them
selves to successfully seek and find em
ployment whenever circumstances (or
parents) dictate.
Well, thankfully, that's all ofthespace
I have. I hope my abbreviate response to
the age old question "Why?" was suffi
cient to inspire you to action. For further
elaboration, I invite you to visit our of
fice on the second floor of McConchie
Hall, or call 946-2361.
Until next week, remember while the
word C-A-R-E-E-R does have a C-A-R
in it, don't drive yourself crazy thinking
about things. Get your R-E-E-R (sic) in
gear and take action! Oh, for those who
don't know, "sic" means the editor is
smart enough to realize that the writer
was dumb enough to misspell a word or
dumb enough to think a homonym may
get a laugh.

Tuesday, October 6
Pacific Market: Fresh Music From Around theWorld, Faye Spanos Concert
Hall, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "FULL METAL JACKET," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
"Alternative Images," Morris Chapel, 9:30 p.m.
Wednesday, October 7
World on Wednesday, Bechtel Center, 12:30 p.m.
featuring Graham Allen, Member, British House of Commons
PRSSA Meeting, Weber 104,6:30 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "FULL METAL JACKET," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Gay Association of Pacific (GAP) Meeting, President's Room, 9 p.m.
-open to all students
Thursday, October 8
Anderson Y Center Advocacy Table, McCaffrey Center, 12 p.m.
Resume Writing Workshop, Career Center, McConchie Hall, 12 p.m.
Theta Alpha Phi (Drama Fraternity), Green Rm., Drama Building, 12 p.m.
-open to all students
College of the Pacific Association (COPA) Meeting, Bannister 108,5 p.m.
-open to all COP students
Resume Writing Workshop, Career Center, McConchie Hall, 6 p.m.
"Chapel Explosion," Morris Chapel, 8 p.m.
-an interdenominational worship service sponsored by Youth for Christ
UPBEAT Film: "PATRIOT GAMES," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.

If there is something you would like listed in the new Across the Campus
Events Schedule please contact Mike Traina, Editor, at 946-2113.

Jazz Orchestra Debuts
Homecoming Weekend
As part of Homecoming 1992, Oct. 2, at 8 p.m. in Faye Spanos Concert
jazzman Mike Vax and conductor Hall. "This combination allows us to
Michael Allard have cooked up a new expand the types of jazz music we can
sound for local music lovers with the present," says Vax. "Now we can sound
UOP Studio Jazz Orchestra. It is a 40- more like the studio orchestras of Los
nrember group consisting of musicians Angeles and New York with selections
from the UOP Jazz Ensemble plusstring like Jumpin' at the Woodside, C-Jam
and wind players from the University Blues, The Land ofMake Believe and La
Symphony Orchestra. The evening will Suerte de las Tontas (The Fortune ofthe
also include a brand-new Jazz Combo Fools) made famous by the likes ofCount
and the Trombone Choir playing a "Slide Basie, Chuck Mangione, Stan Kenton
and the great Duke Ellington.
Show" together for the first time.
The concert will take place on Fri.,

The Pacifican, Oetobe

Football Wins
First Game of
the Season.
ByAllieMcHugh
Sports Editor
It took four weeks, but the Pacific
Football team finally won its first game
of the season on Saturday, easily beating
Southwest Missouri State 48-14. The big
story at the beginning of the game was
that Troy Kopp was injured and subse
quently did not suit up for the game. By
the conclusion of the Tigers' victory, all
the talk was about Dave Henigan and not
Kopp.
Starting his first game since his fresh
man year, Henigan illustrated his talent
by passing for 363 yards and three touch
downs. In all, the Tigers racked up 688
yards in total offense, putting the game
out of reach by half-time.

Pacific jumped out to a quick 17-0
lead, behind the running of Ryan Ben
jamin. He ran 36 yards to set up Pacific s
CcorIa43-;rdfieldgoalby Eddie
Ausherman. Benjamin then took the first
hand-off and ran 71 yards for a touch
down. With 11:04 left in the first quarter,
Benjamin already had over 100 yards
and a touchdown, but he was just begin
ning. In all, Benjamin carried the ball 22
times for 209yards and two touchdowns.
After a 41-yard touchdown pass fro m
Henigan to Kale Wedemeyer, which gave
the Tigers a 17-0 lead, Southwest Mis
souri started its comeback. Brian Moore
caught a 38-yard touchdown from Cleve
land Antoine, and teammate Jonah
White scored on a four-yard run, as
Southwest Missouri cut its deficit to 2014. With a little over three minutes in the
half, Southwest Missouri was driving for
a score, but was halted on an intercep
tion by Pacific safety Dimitri Gazelas.
The Gazelas interception was the turn
ing point of the game, in terms of mo

"Athlete of
the Week"
Mike Niethammer

Big West Player of the Week, Dave Henigan, calls an audible at the line

StaffWriter
This week's Pacifican is reinstating a
segment it has done in years past by
giving recognition to the school s male
or female "Athlete of the Week."

Henigan's the Man
ByAllieMcHugh
Sports Editor
It was three years ago that Walt Harris recruited two of California's best high
school quarterbacks, Troy Kopp and Dave Henigan. As freshman, these two
players traded off starting games, with some of their outings quite impressive.
Three years later, Kopp has become one of the premier passers in the NCAA.
Henigan has been waiting in the wings, hoping to get the chance to show that he
is just as capable of running the offense. Last Saturday, Henigan showed how
good he is, and it is my opinion that he is the number one quarterback on the
1992 Pacific Football team.
In the first three games, Kopp had five interceptions and only one touch
down. In one game, Henigan was 25 for 38, for 363 yards and three touchdowns.
The big difference between the two quarterbacks is that Henigan has better
vision of the field. If his number one receiver is covered, he will outlet to the
running back or the short receiver. Kopp tends to try to force passes to covered
men, which ultimately leads to interceptions or tipped balls.

After the Pacific Football team won
its first gameof the season Saturday night,
the Pacifican didn't have to look very far
to find worthy athletes. Ryan Benjamin,
Aaron Turner and Kale Wedemeyer ac
counted for 488 yards of offense and six
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StaffWriter

1- Zip Pac
2- Phi Delta Theta

FOOTBALL
Wow, football season is already in
full swing!!! It seems like yesterday that
Phi Delta Theta took the 1991 A league
championship and the Biofizzers took
the B league crown. This year is shaping
up to be full of more excitement and
maybe even a surprise or two. Both
leagues are very competitive and even
have rivalries stemming from last year.
However, last year is behind us and we
look forward to a new season. So now
here are the predictions for the year:

2- Biofizzers
3-G.D.I.
3- Bunch Of Guys
Each week the standings will be up
dated in this article. By the end of the
year everyone will see if these predictions
hold up.
INDOOR SOCCER
The indoor soccer season started last
week. The games are being held in the
main gym. The game times are 7,8,9 and
10 p.m. As with football, these games are
full of excitement and have many re-

touchdowns.

There are 11 co-rec teams and sixt,
teams. As it is early in the year,it 8
to say which teams will be best, but
give my predictions anyway.
MEN'S
CO-REC
1- BOGOROSSO
1- 1NNOMINANTS
2- NORML
2- PRICE
3- JUNGLE FEVER
3- FREE AGENTS

(See Update, Page 11)

DEAR DAD

This year, Kopp started off slowly, and only started to show his form of last
year during the Tigers loss to Boise State. It was last year that Kopp had 37
touchdowns passes, but over 15 interceptions. What Henigan illustrated against
Southwest Missouri was the confidence that the Tiger offense had lacked. In the
first quarter, Henigan completed eight passes on 11 attempts, with all three of
his incompletions coming off of dropped passes. More importantly, Henigan
looked to all of his receivers, completing three passes to at least four of his
starters. I like Henigan because he has the uncanny gift of making smart plays
throughout the game. Kopp has had many good games as quarterback, and he
is smart, but I feel that Henigan brings Pacific a new look, one which helped the
Tigers to their first victory of the year.
Since I was a freshman, I heard from many players that Henigan is a very good
and able quarterback. It had been a while, but the fans and the players finally saw
the able quarterback who has been sitting in the shadow of Troy Kopp. Well,
Dave Henigan has showed no scars from the shadow of Kopp, and if Chuck
Shelton starts him next week, he will again show his dominance over opponents.
Henigan is the man, and will continue to play well as long as he has the chance.
Coach Shelton should realize a good thing, especially one which gave him his
first victory.

Men's Volleyball's Will Fruehling
By Robert Davis
StaffWriter
With the new volleyball season approaching, some key players are going to need to make an immediate impact to help the
Tigers stay competitive in its new division. One of those players is the hard hitting middle blocker, Will Fruehling.
Fruehling, who isa junior here at UOP started his volleyball career just sevenyears ago. He is from Pacific Palisades, California,
where he went to Campbell Hall High School in North Hollywood. It was during his freshman year at Campbell Hall that he
first picked up a ball and began playing the sport of volleyball.
His volleyball career in high school was quiet impressive. In four years, Fruehling was able accumulate some very
distinguishable awards. In his sophmore, junior and senior years, he played on the varsity level and received 1st team all-league
recognition all three years. In his junior year, he also received 1st team all-CIE, and league MVP his senior year. During the off
season in high school, Fruehling played for two club teams,and with those teams he wasable to make it to Junior Olympics each
year.
When Fruehling came to UOP, the men's volleyball program was unheard of. With hard work, he and others were able to
begin a program here at UOP. It started out as a club sport, but within two years, Pacific has moved to Division I. The reason
for this impressive jump is due to the quality of play that the Tigers produced last year. Fruehling was a major contributor in
the success oflast year's team, which earned it the recognition that it needed. Teammate Don White stated, "Will's dominance
was felt throughout the entire league, especially during the playoffs and the victory against Cal."
Fruehling is looking forward to this year and having the chance to play against the nation's best. Fruehling said, "Our goals
are to improve week by week and make it to playoffs." He also stated that his personal goals, "are to play to the best of my ability
and help the team make it to the playoffs."
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Intramural Update

Henigan, who started in place of the
injured Troy Kopp, led the Tigers to a 48
-14 victory over the visiting Southwest
Missouri State Bears. He picked apart
the Bears by completing 25 of 38 passes
for 363yards and throwing three touch
down passes. His longest pass comple
tion was for 41 yards to Wedemeyer.
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It is hard to pick a single player in a
team sport such as football, but few could
argue with this week's selection, junior
quarterback Dave Henigan.
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sive player. Regulation time ended with
a 3-3 tie which put the game into a 15minute overtime. After the first scoreless
overtime, the teams went into another
15-minute overtime where Olson'sthird
goal gave UOP the win. "We started off
strong had some trouble but held on to
win," said Wing. "Something which
helped us a lot was the number of fans
(present) and we were determined to
win," said senior Phyllis Rogers.
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Men's Soccer Remains Undefeated
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t
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By Allie McHugh
Sports Editor
The Pacific Men's Soccer Club contin
ued its winning ways last week, beating
Simpson College and Merced Junior Col
lege. In four games this year, the team has a
4-0 record and has scored 23 goals, while
giving up only three. Men's Soccer has been
an extremely successful team the last two
years, and looks to be continuing the trend.
Last Wednesday, Men's Soccer hosted
Merced JCand won 7-3. The score was 4-0

D ROSSO
sIANTS
ML

athalf-time.butMercedattemptedacomeback in thesecond half. Matt Vargo scored
two goals for Pacific, while Mike Chapman
and Jean-Francios Delamarre added one
more each. Merced was one oftwo teams to
beat the Tigers last year, and Wednesday's
win gave Pacific a much needed revenge.
The most exciting game of the week was
against Simpson College. There were many
fans watching this game on Saturday, and
they were treated to a 10-0 Pacific defeat
over Simpson. Chapman led all scorers,
pulling a hat trick, with his third goal com

ing off a header. Vargo, Greg Reed,Johnnie
Campbell and Delamarre all had single
goals, as the Tigers built a5-0 half-time lead
and never looked back. The Men's Soccer
team showed its dominance, and the play
ers were happy with their performance.
"We outplayed them in every aspect of
the game," Chapman commented,"and it
was great to see all the rowdy fans at the
game."

Quail Lakes ftthletic Club
Your Membership is an Investment in Your Health

•Cardiovascular Fitness Center with
Professional Instruction
•Nautilus, Cam II, Cam Star, Cybex,
Paramount, Universal, & Hogan
•Free Weights
*6 Championship Racquetball Courts
•Full Basketball Court
•Heated 20 X 50 Lap Pool with
Sunning Area
•Treadmills

Mike Chapman controls the
ball against Merced.

*Aerobic Conditioning Class
•Hydroflt Water Exercise
•Silver Solarium Suntan Room
•Child Care
•Steam Room, Saunas,
•The "Back Court" Snack Bar
•Therapeutic Massage
•European Facials/Waxing
•Stairmasters
•Rowing Machines

ENROLL NOW FOR ONLY $1.00
CALL 951-3795 FOR AN
APPOINTMENT!

Located Across from the Hilton and in front of Carlos and Luigi s

Here's
looking at

Featured

in the October issue:

.The College Vote: Exclusive
with Clinton and Bush

Weekdays: Monday - Friday 5:00 AM to 10:00 PM
Weekends: 6:00 AM to 8:00 PM
Closed one week a year for renovation & repair.

Interviews

• Tim Robbins wants you... to vote!
.r

f

\I 's Alternative Reality

National College Magazine

Quail Lakes flthletic Club

THE NATIONAL COLLEGE
MAGAZINE

Your Total Fitness Center
(209)951-3795

2303 W. March Lane

Stockton, CA 95207
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Kim Wolterstorff

MUSIC
Grotus
Prudence Cameron

v

Entertainment Editor
Grotus is a San Francisco based band
that recently won the Guardian Out
standing Local Discovery Award, which
is given to fresh young artists with en
ergy. The band was formed in 1989
when Lars Fox, John Carson and Adam
Tanner got together to play some
samples. They soon realized that they
had a musical idea worthy of a band.
"Philosophically, we knew we wanted to
do music that was utterly different," says
Lars Fox, who sings lead vocalsfor Grotus.
"Sonically, we have clear ideas about
bringing sounds that aren't in most
bands' musical arsenal; things that are
not necessarily considered musical."
Grotus began playing around San
Francisco and initially landed opening
slots for touring techno and industrial
bands. They added drummer Bruce
Boyd because they felt they did not slam
enough. Big labels began to bait the
band, but they didn't want towrite songs
in another band's style, which is what the
record companies expected them to do.
Grotus began to refine their own
sound which John Carson calls "aggres
sive tech." Some early fans fell awayafter

F
1

their musical evolution, but they picked
up even moresupporters. Stage presence
is keyfor a band's success and Grotus has
it. They use costumes, choreography,
lights, video and smoke with theintent of
being silly, scary, funny, ridiculous and,
at times, pointed and intelligent. "As a
band," Tanner said, "Grotus knows it is
in a position of power to manipulate,
rather than make people think for them
selves and wonder what's going on."
Bands have the potential of seriously
influencing their supporters and Grotus
does not take that responsibility lightly.
They write songs that confront technol
ogy and human beings' effect on the
world.
In 1991, Grotus released their debut
album, iHVit,on San Francisco's Spirit
label. A foursong EP, 11 c c.it, is coming
out in October, and they are workingon
another full-length album for next spring.
Grotus completed a national tour with
Mr. Bunglelast May, which according to
Fox, "was an eye-opener, especially in
the Midwest, where people are not only
unfamiliar with, but actually opposed to
our politics." "Initially we were more
ambiguous in our lyrics; now we're pre
pared to be blunt...but still fun, still over
the top."

Guest Writer
Frustrated with the same old Stock
ton hangouts or even more fed up with
battling to obtain a drink and not even
recognizing anyone in the bar? It seems
that a number of the old UOP hangouts
have been taken over by "townies" or
UOP slang for Stocktonians that
hang out in "UOP bars."
Try Jakes if you are looking for a
change of pace. Jakes is a quaint little
hole in the wall with a lounge-type set
ting. Many UOP students have now
found a place to call their own with its
dim and relaxed atmosphere. Jakes is
more than just a place to drink and
gossip while scrounging for money for

who enters the
establishment.
The crowd isfun and theatmosphere
relaxing. So take a ride down Pacific
Avenue to Hammer Lane and let Jim
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A Taste Adventure!
On Premise Coffee Roasting
Espresso/Tea Bar
Danish W Soup T Salad T Desserts
Coffee/Tea Accessories
Gifts
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Video Pick of The Week: "Dead Ring
ers" starring Jeremy Irons. This movie is
about twin doctors who live life vicari
ously through each other. Theysharethe
same women, occupation and apart
ment. Then one of the twinsfalls in love
and it threatens to destroy them.
This is a very eerie movie with a brilliant
performance by Jeremy Irons.

WEEKLY

serve you a stiff one.

The Entertainment
Page Needs Your Help!
Please Submit Story
Ideas to Prudence,
946-2155
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the jukebox. It keeps people
occupied and gives them more to do
than use bad pick up lines like, Hey
babe, want to go up to my room and e
me violate you like a parking meter.
Shuffle board and a good game of
pool give people a way to keep busy while
partaking of the rather strong and inex
pensive spirits served by the hospitable
bartender Jim. Jim makes everyone tee
right at home and becomesa buddy to all
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Shop Stocktons Finest Shopping Center!
Office Supplies

Men's Apparel

Art, Hobby & Crafts

Travel & Luggage

Children's Apparel

Antiques & Fine Art

Sports Equipment

Footwear

Beauty Salons & Barber

Optical & Medical Offices

Jewelry

Grocery

Pharmacy

Electronics

Candy & Coffees

Realtors

Music

Fine Dining

Service Stations

Video

Cards & Gifts

Dry Cleaning

Photography

Toys & Books

And Much, Much More!

Home Interiors
Kitchenware
Clocks
Florist
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Leaders of the offense were Vikki
Simonis and Johansson who both had 13
kills. Johansson also had 13 digs while
Simonis had nine. Johns had nine digs
and 47 assists, as Katy Eldridge contrib
uted to the match with 12 kills and 11
digs. After the two important victories
this past weekend, the Tigers' record is
10-2 overall and 3-1 in conference play.
Pacific's next two matches are against
Sacramento State and University ofNe
vada-Reno. These should be easy tri
umphs for the Tigers, so come out and
support your UOP Women's Volleyball
team.

The newest and most
exciting sand volleyball
in Northern California.
Suds' n' Sand Tourney
every friday

Monday - Saturday

11:00am-9:30pm
Chinese Cuisine
3202 Pacific Ave
(209) 466-4108

kep
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13 Hth St., S.F

. $5,628 Divisidero, Jeep.

Eating right and staying away from high doses of caffeine can also relieve sleep

sit« in

addition, avoid waiting to fall asleep. If a person is having difficulty
ang, thebest thing to do is todo an activity to keep them preoccupied until they
[sleep, such as reading or watching television.
Avoiding sleepless nights and exercising are two more treatments that do not
tjreadoctor. Exercise can increase the oxygen flow to the brain, calming the mind

stonework on time.
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FREE CHIPS
LAURA SCUDDER REGULAR POTATO CHIPS
1.125 OZ. SINGLE SERVING

Howi
"wever,these are just for possession. Those who choose to go through the DMV
risk. When applying for a license, an individual must sign a
lilement that they are telling the truth. Under Sec. 118 in the state penal code,
"ur) 'Sa felony. This means a prison sentence of anywhere for 16 mont s to t
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both the police and the bars are trying harder than ever to enforce the
inkin
"He,
those under it will always try to get away with underage drinking using
1
felD's. However, new technology and stricter laws will probably make it much

Limit one item per customer.
Offer good through October 19,1992.
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0ver John Knight.

Limit one item per customer.
Offer good through October 19,1992.

tries opened up onMon., Sept. 26. These
entries are due Oct. 1 and Oct 16, re
spectively. Get those Volleyball teams
together and start practicing! The for
mat is four person and six person co-rec.

official, for both football
soccer. Thisi, a paying ,ob!!!!Con«ct
the intramural department at 94M71
or come to theoffice in the main gym f

\HeiiS'ng'es HamPan defeatedMich's
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NABISCO OREO COOKIES
2 OZ. SINGLE SERVING

ENTRY DUE DATES

'""leu' rTl'Xe<^ doubles, men's and
2 J' °pen doubles was a round
Crnament with Scott Jurgensen
fle"e Roth defeating all of their
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ne j ' Han Pham and Chris Burva
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1:30 p.m

-800-
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expiration date 11/30/92

Limit one item per customer.
Offer good through October 19,1992.

"call the police, and try to hold the person until they show up.
^repercussions can be serious ifyour caught. According to UOP Public Safety,
s«sion or furnishing a false ID is a misdemeanor, and is punishable by a
9 p.m. 333 11th St., "mum fine of $250, and may include 24-32 hours of community service. This
at "ot sound serious, but this is the minimum. According to the San Joaquin
h Beat incl. Ranking w Attorney's office, misdemeanor fines can be as highas $500, and six months

WalnU'

J

REGULAR COCA-COLA
16 OZ. BOTTLE

(without having your identification checked," said Julie Cathey, manager of
ffishCafe, a popular Thursday night destination. "To discourage fake IDs, we will

F.

with $10.00 purchase

FREE COKE

-

sel.D.s

St., S.F.
dero, S.F.

j

Memberships-Student
Discounts & Group
Rentals Available

HOMEWORK.

Ekleast recommended aid for sleep is sleeping pills. For temporary relief they
but dependence is one common but serious side effect.
(none ofthese treatments work, then a doctor should be seen. Currently, there
many
prescriptions on the market that have been successful for treatment of
pin Daddies. 10 p.m.
pinia. Benzodiazepines (for example Valium) are the most commonly pre
m. 333 11th St, S.F. recording to Dr. Donald Sweeney of Fair Oaks Hospital in Summit, N.J., in
853 Valencia, S.F. sent issueof"Better Homes and Gardens." Although these are also same for short
itreatment, Sweeney cautions against trying to use them as a cure.
5th Ave., S.F.
Insomnia may affect some students' ability to function normally in college, but
dlhe treatments available, it is certainly no excuse for a student to fail to turn in
day,

sidero, S.F.

I $1.00 off

INOW OFFERING!
HELP WITH YOUR

dinducing sleep.

11th St., S.F.

coupon

From Page 6)

and Fitness," Dr. Peter Hauri, codirector of the Mayo Sleep
j
sClinic
in
Rochester,
Minnesota said, Get up in the morning at about the
;[j £r
jitime, whether or not you have slept well."
'be thirdway totreat sleepingproblems is to avoid stressing about problems right
((sleeping' A way to avoid this is to recognize what you are worrying about,
jje that stressing won't help, and trying to think of solutions before attempting

17th St., S.F.

:

Open Play-LeaguesTournaments
League Play begins
October 6

(209) 957-2957

(#n's Health

lent @ 5th Ave., S.F.
412 Broadway, S F
L, S.F.
lencia St., S.F.
ilton St., S.F.

it

PacificBeacHClub

The Intramural department needs

more information.

style grass
d Come
costis$25.00fora48-hourperto
by the office for reservations.

IuckM

When it conies to studying, there's something even

reacquaint yourself with the pleasures of real food.
Trouble with Economics? Don't worry. We have the

more important than legible notes: food.
Fortunately, your nearby Lucky store has everything

lowest overall prices in town. And if you're short on cash,

a student body could possibly crave. From guilt-free

you can always use your Visa® MasterCard® or ATM

health food to mandatory

card instead.

HAMMER UNE

\* 7

munchies.

So cut out the study aids above. And bring them to

\ \ \s

No time to cook?

W

Dorm food getting old?

more for higher

v

Then try our service
deli and bakery, and
©1992 LUCKY STORES, INC.

\

the store that does

—\

7506 Pacific Ave., Stockton
3215 Pacific Ave., Stockton

education than
the government.

jjuckq
The Low Price Leader. Every Day.7

did, I considered

College in florid^.
Hey, but then r wouldn't Kave the opportunity
to be Sn ov/edin, in of
place/, the
buildinq. Ju/+ me, some perpetual motion
geeks a n d a n electrostatic g e n e r a t o r .
W / t h only a c a n d y m a c h i n e and my
Calling card for recreation.

1

going

+o

Ger

hether you're on-campus or off, even if you're studying
abroad, the AT&T Calling Card helps you keep in touch.
It's the least expensive way to call state-to-state on
AT&T, when you can't dial direct. With the new AT&T Call and Save
Plan, you'll get special discounts on AT&T Calling Card calls* And
once you have your card, you'll never need to apply for another.

Calling Card

BAKT

8-3fa.osc

yrn

Uii

• -

m-A?

it

8

>200 6780

»

58

Get your Calling Card now and you'll get your first call free"
You 11 also become a member of AT&T Student Saver Plus a nroarrm
of products and services that saves students time and mon^v
oney
So as you can see, the AT&T Tallinn rn \
i
amount of things, for a 1 ounce Je of nllvs
t!
P Stlc So much for lhe
theory of relativity

Tb get an ADSET Calling Card, call 1800 654 0471 Ext. 852.
©W92 AT&T " Pending FCC approval Please call above 800 number for details "Inu ll itccivr-onc St AT&T i n r«rnAr,i
effective 6/8/42 Yfc, could Ret mnro or (ewr minutes depending on whero or when sou call Offer limited to one

.
direct dialed, coast to coast, night and wekend calling based o

AT&T

Oc

^rir

